INTERGEA GROUP HAS TAKEN OVER
FILO DIRETTO INSURANCE COMPANY
The new business operation has been introduced and approved by IVASS. Alberto Di Tanno,
controlling shareholder of Intergea Group, will take over the majority of the shares of Filo Diretto
Assicurazioni. Giorgio Introvigne will take part to the operation as minority shareholder. He will
he will be appointed Managing Director of Filo Diretto Assicurazioni as well.
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Milan, 27 January- Alberto Di Tanno (controlling shareholder of Intergea Group and Nobis
Insurance) and Filo Diretto (whose controlling shareholder is Gaultiero Ventura) have just signed an
agreement. Filo Diretto Holding (now controlling 100% of Filo Diretto) will transfer the majority
shareholding to Intergea Finance-whose major shareholder is Alberto Di Tanno and minority
shareholder is Giorgio Introvigne’s CF2000. The financial transaction is in compliance with the
current law and it has been approved by IVASS.

Filo Diretto New governance will assure the widest continuity as Galtiero Ventura will be appointed
President, Giorgio Introvigne managing director, Gerlardo Lauricella board member and vicePresident. Alberto Di Tanno, Salvatore Passaro, Umberto Panizza, and Mario Drossopulo will be
board members.

According to the 2015 initial figures, the economic eggregate Filo Diretto Insurance and Nobis is
over 100 million euros. Both the companies-who operate in complementary markets-are highly
innovative and mainly focus respectively on the services provided by the insurance policy and on
specific tailored indemnity.

In a short time, a business combination between Filo Diretto Insurance and Nobis might be carried
out in order to provide better services to the customer through a cross selling activity which might
exploit the strengths of both companies (most of all in the car insurance market) and to implement
the coverage on new markets and products as well. All this will be carried on without modifying the
present strengths of the two companies.

INTERGEA GROUP
Intergea Group was born in 2003 in Turin and in a short time it sets itself among the most important
national car dealers. A steady growth has soon brought it outside Piemonte borders. Intergea has
diversified its activities since the beginning and has always focused on the market of the services.
In 2008 it set up Intergea, an innovative Insurance Company which has made the Group stronger
and has attracted other investors’ interest. Intergea develops the provision of services and the
investments in the real estate market as integration to the automotive and insurance markets. Now
Intergea Group is getting more and more successful providing its clients with even bigger
reliability, transparency and quality.

FILO DIRETTO GROUP
Filo Diretto Group, since 1997, provides its business and general clients with insurance policies and
assistance services in four different areas: Travel and Turism, Car, Health, and House and Family.
The services and the assistance are provided by a modern and greatly performing Central
Headquarter and a compact web of Service Partners which operate in five Continents in the domain
of International International Assistance Group Sas. The following are parts of Filo Diretto Group:
Filo Diretto S.p.A, group leader of the Insurance Group, Filo Diretto Assicurazione SpA. Ami
Assistance SpA and Filo Diretto Service Spa, and shares in Filo Diretto World Care Srl and
International Assistance Group sas. Filo Diretto is also paert of Filo Diretto Onlus, a no profit
organization supporting and dealing with social problems.
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